HELP US TO ORGANISE THE SKY

Become an Air Traffic Controller

Welcome to Geneva!

149 destinations
17.9 million passengers/year
57 airlines

716,586 IFR overflights/year
179,107 IFR landings and take offs/year
working 24h/365

with you, all the way.

www.skyguide.ch/future
Air Traffic Controller in Geneva

Created in 1920, Genève Aéroport is one of the oldest airports on the Old Continent. It accompanied the beginnings of aviation and grew with the city and its region. It is one of the top rated airports in Europe and is located just 5 km from the city center. In 2019, more than 17.9 million passengers used the airports infrastructure. Geneva and its region are connected to 149 destinations operated by 57 airlines.

In Geneva, Air Traffic Controllers work either in the control tower, the approach and departure control or in the Area Control Center (ACC). En-route Air Traffic Controllers in the ACC in Geneva ensure the safety and efficiency of traffic movements throughout the upper airways of Switzerland and parts of France.

Interested? Then we hope to see you in Geneva soon!
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